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Dear Friends 

It gives me pleasure to write this introductory message in this new format for a 

newsletter. We had a very good conference in Poland back in August in which 

more than 50 delegates gathered from 11 Countries.  The facilities were less 

than a year old and so provided us with a lecture theatre dining area (together 

with good and interesting food), areas for posters and of course swimming 

pools! Thanks to Anna and all in Poland who did so much to make the confer-

ence so enjoyable. 

It is also good to see new lecturers being assessed and a number of trainee lec-

turers showing an interest in furthering the work of Halliwick in various coun-

tries. 

We were sad to say good-bye to William Wyatt in August when he relinquished 

the role of IHA Secretary after nearly 12 years.  William had so much knowledge 

and worked hard for the Association and we thank William for all he did (and is 

still doing ) for Halliwick and IHA in particular.  I am pleased that Ann Thomson 

has taken on the role of Secretary and is already proving an invaluable member 

of the Executive Committee.  Katja Groleger from Slovenia was elected as Vice 

Chair and Dualta Griffin from Southern Ireland has also joined the committee. 

Finally, a happy new year to everybody. 

Pamela M Wood 

Chair IHA Executive Committee 

First experience of an International Halliwick Conference 

by 

Ursula Barrett, Halliwick Swimming Association of Ireland (HSAI) 

 

On hearing that the 2011 International Halliwick conference was to be held 
in Poland in August I instantly decided I would be attending. The thought of 

spending time with other lecturers, instructors and swimmers, sharing ideas, 

learning from their experiences and perhaps sharing some of my own in-
sights was certainly too good an opportunity to miss. Unsurprisingly I was-

n’t the only person from Ireland interested and in the Spring it was decided 

that 3 delegates would represent the country at the event. Dualta Griffin, 
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chairperson of the HSAI would attend to present on the developments of the 
Irish Association. Breda Burke a swimmer and committee member from the 

now 30 year old Octopus club in Galway would attend as a delegate, and I 

would present 2 poster presentations. 

From the outset the atmosphere of the conference was friendly, supportive 
and energetic. What struck me about this confer-

ence in the first day was the feeling of being part 

of a family, a community who were united by a 
passion for the “Magic” (to use Christine Grech’s 

term) of Halliwick. The oral presentations were 

extremely informative, inspiring and entertain-
ing. The was a huge variety in presentation styles 

using a variety of different media, some deliv-

ered in English and others in polish but with technology and 2 professional 

translators there was no disruption to the flow of the discourse. To hear and 
see all of the excellent work being done around the globe was certainly en-

riching to the captivated audience. Personally, I was particularly enthralled 

by Katja Groleger-Srsen’s presentation on the validity and reliability of 
SWIM and look forward to seeing a full length article in a peer reviewed 

journal in the near future. 

Being an advocate of learning through doing, the pool sessions were a wel-

come addition to the conference proceedings. Watsu, a children’s Halliwick 

session, a trouble-shooting Halliwick session and aqua-aerobics made up 
the pool workshops and everyone participated fully. 

Additional aspects to the conference in Wieliczka were the many informal 

opportunities for networking at the conference venue during lunch or coffee 
breaks as well as in the hotel in the afternoons or during the social activities. 

Connections were made that will allow for ongoing collaboration between 

formal events. It was a also real pleasure to experience traditional polish 
cuisine and to view the many historical sights that the Krakow by night tour 

highlighted. This cultural aspect to the visit allowed the delegates to get a 

taste for what Poland has to offer and I am sure many will be returning with 

their families in the future. 
This may have been the first time that the Halliwick Swimming Association 

of Ireland attended an International Halliwick Conference but it certainly 

won’t be the last and who knows maybe Ireland will host the conference at 
some point in the future. Well done to the organisers you have set the bar 

high. The event was fulfilling professionally as well as personally and Ire-

land now feels a member of the Halliwick International family. 
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Halliwick International Conference – Poland 2011 

Report from Halliwick Brazil 

We would like to thank Anna Olasinska and all people in-

volved in  organizing the conference for all their support, constant care and 

dedication to the running of the event and and to us partici-

pants. 

 

It was my first time in Poland; I never could have imagined 

how wonderful and happy the polish people are. It felt like 

being at home. 

It was very nice to see old friends 

and meet new people who are bring-

ing more energy to Halliwick. 

 

Both at the Polish dinner and working 

in the pool everyone was present and 

participating, enjoying each moment. 

 

Our adventure in Krakow by night produce good mo-

ments for sightseeing. Apologies to those who had to 

wait in the bus. 

Congratulations to the Executive Committee’s new 

members and secretary Ann.It will be hard work to re-

place William after 12 years. 

Our best  wishes for Halliwick and Poland. We hope it 

continues growing and giving the opportu-

nities for all people to be in the water. 

Halliwick Brazil 2011 

Mauricio Koprowski Garcia 

Halliwick Brazil has received a prize from 

the Brazilian government. See 

http://halliwick.org/2012/01/24/halliwick-brazil

http://halliwick.org/2012/01/24/halliwick-brazil-recieves-prize/
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Malta 
Between the 2002 and 2011, eight Foundation and two 
Advanced courses have been held in Malta. 
San Miguel Primary School Recourse Centre is equipped 
with a Hydrotherapy pool. The school caters for the needs of students with 
profound and multiple learning difficulties between three and thirteen dur-
ing their primary school years. The school has been supporting Halliwick 
since 2002. To date the majority of the staff has attended to a Foundation 
course. 
Even though Foundation and Advanced courses were held for staff working 
in NGOs since a pool was either available on the premises, or, the organiza-
tion was able to attend to a pool in a Hotel, we do not know if Halliwick is 
being supported. It happens that staff changes jobs and they may not be 
working in the same environment today. 
The Association of Halliwick Malta was inaugurated in 2003. Today it lacks 
members on its committee. It is more of a dormant committee even 
though a Foundation course has been held in July 2011. The Association 
has only survived financially thanks to Senior Lecturer Beryl Kelsey who 
was only too happy with accommodation and lunch during a Foundation 
course held in 2006. She left the lecturing fee for the Association of Halli-
wick Malta since it was struggling already financially. 
However things may turn to be, it is good to know that San Miguel School 

supports Halliwick and many students benefit from this service. As profes-

sionals we should give our services proficiently and Halliwick helps us do 

just that. 

 

India 

There have been some developments of Halliwick in India 

since the first Foundation courses were held in 2009. 

Halliwick is used in the Swimaid summer programme at 

the University of Gwalior. 

Halliwick is used in the Government sponsored PYKKA scheme of sport 

and youth welfare. 

There has been a meeting with a representative of the Special Olympics to 

extend the use of Halliwick in their organisation. 
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Greece 

Courses continue and are held in different regions of the 

country to make Halliwick available to as many people as 

possible. We have one qualified lecturer and one will commence training 

shortly. 

Japan 
Thank you so much for worry. Thank you for getting mail 

from a lot of Halliwick members when the earthquake in 

March happens. All members in Japan were safely. Ja-

pan is walking on the road of the revival after the earthquake on March. 
However, the long tract of years seems to hang still as you know due to the 

accident of the nuclear plant. 

  
Now I am reporting our activities in Japan. 

The Halliwick Swimming Association of Japan was established in 1994. 

The secretariat is in the Kyoto City Sports Center for Individuals with Disa-

bilities. The chairperson is Tokuzo Shibata who is Emeritus Professor of 
Ritsumeikan University and the administrative director of the Sports Center. 

He has introduced the Halliwick swimming to Japan. At present, there are 

20 local clubs and we have two IHA Recognised Lecturers and three train-
ees in the whole country. 

 

We invited Beryl Kelsey as the lecturer from the United Kingdom and held 
the Advance Course in December, 2009 and in March, 2010. Fourteen club 

members participated from the whole country and 10 instructors were born 

among them. The foundation courses are regularly held twice a year in Kyo-

to. In addition, when we receive a request from outside Kyoto, we convene 
on-site foundation course. Last year, we had on-site services in Hiroshima 

and Fukuoka. These two courses were hosted in the day care centers for 

children with disabilities and participants were the staff members of those 
centers. 

 

This year, three courses were already held in Hiroshima, Fukuoka and Mi-
hara. In Mihara, most of the participants were parents of swimmers. All of 

the participants said with one voice that they enjoyed the course and appre-

ciated the concept of the Halliwick Swimming. 

 
At present, there still are few numbers of indoor pools but they tend to be  

installed in newly established special support schools and in day care center 
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for children with disabilities. We hope that the local club activities will be 
promoted and the Halliwick Swimming method will be widely used in the 

education and intervention for children with disabilities. 

 

Also, last year, to attempt for the contents of Foundation Course to be en-
riched, we participated in the Foundation Course1 and 2 in Hull. 

This year, we are going to participate in the Foundation Course3 and 4, and 

planning to publish the revision of the Handbook. 
 

Please have a look at some scenes of the activity in the Halliwick Swim-

ming Club in Kyoto. 
Thank you for your kind attention. 

Report: Yo Kugaya 

 

SLOVENIA 

 
 
 
 

Plavalno Društvo Halliwick Slovenija 
Kardeljeva ploščad 16 

1113 Ljubljana, Slovenija 
E-naslov: halliwick.slovenija@gmail.com 

www.halliwick-slovenija.si 
HALLIWICK SLOVENIA LOGO 

MEMBER OF INTERNATIONAL HALLIWICK ASSOCIATION 
FIRST OFFICIAL HALLIWICK COURSE: 

1996: Terme Topolšica, Slovenia under the leadership of Dr. Joan Martin 
SWIMMING ASSOCIATION HALLIWICK SLOVENIA CENTRES: 
Major swimming centres in Slovenia using Halliwick concept: 

Ljubljana, Kamnik, Vipava, Črna na Koroškem, Velenje, Celje and Kranj. 
SWIMMING ASSOCIATION 

HALLIWICK SLOVENIA LEADERSHIP / 2008 – 2012 
President: Rajko Vute 

Past President: Neda Rotar 
Vice President: Cirila Burja 

Secretary General: Nives Markun Puhan 
Member of IHA: Katja Groleger Sršen 
Member of Honour: Dr. Joan Martin 

mailto:halliwick.slovenija@gmail.com
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Halliwick Slovenia specialised sections: Education Committee, Research Com-
mittee, Halliwick Slovenia Instructors' Committee, Slovenia Centres Representa-
tive, Parents Committee, Medical Committee, Volunteers Committee, Invention 

and Promotion Group, Supervision Committee. 
REGISTRED MEMBERS: 

Swimming Associating Halliwick Slovenia has 77 (seventy seven) registered mem-
bers. 

Members profile: therapists, medical doctors, teachers, students, etc. 
Members working status: professionals, volunteers, students. 

MAIN ACTIVITIES: 
Activities at Halliwick centres, education and course presentation (average of four 

courses per year), cooperation with: National rehabilitation centres, Slovenian 
Paralympic Committee, Slovenian Swimming Association, University of Ljubljana. 

 
Ljubljana, August 2011 Report: RV 

 
Israel 

Halliwick at Beit Issie Shapiro 

Beit Issie Shapiro is a national multi-purpose organization that 

develops and provides services for children and adults with developmental 

disabilities. The organization trains over 100 Halliwick students each year 

as part of their hydrotherapy course. 

The Halliwick Concept has been the leading approach at Beit Issie Shapiro 

for the past twelve years, and all hydrotherapy treatments administered to 

school and kindergarten children at Beit Issie Shapiro are currently based 

on the Halliwick concept. All instructors at Beit Issie Shapiro have complet-

ed basic and advanced Halliwick courses. Volunteers who are members of 

the regular staff have also completed a basic Halliwick course adapted es-

pecially for them. 

The Halliwick concept emphasizes participation and independence. Conse-

quently, we offer group swimming lessons that include swimmers who be-

gan their instruction as clients of the hydrotherapy center and gradually pro-

gressed to a point where they are completely independent in the water. 

These groups have participated in the Special Olympic competitions in Isra-
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el and have received bronze, silver, and gold medals. Our swimmers have 

fulfilled the vision of Beit Issie Shapiro – a vision of a society that ensures 

the rights and opportunities for inclusion and maximum growth and devel-

opment of children and adults with diverse abilities. Children from special 

education institutions receive swimming lessons throughout the year as part 

of the implementation of the Halliwick concept. 

Eight years ago Beit Issie Shapiro began a tradition of holding an annual 

swimming competition at the end of each year. Swimmers of all levels and 

abilities are invited to participate and compete. 

 

Halliwick Association of Swimming Therapy (Halliwick 
AST) 

Report to IHA General Meeting 2011 

 

Halliwick AST is a registered charity that promotes all aspects of swimming 
for disabled people through using the Halliwick Concept. It has an Execu-
tive Committee to oversee its work and 4 sub-committees:- 

1. The Education Committee 
2. The Publications Committee 
3. The Health, Education and Community Committee 
4. The Competition Committee 

 
Since the last IHA General Meeting in 2009 the following are the main are-
as of work to report to the IHA General Meeting:- 
 - In March 2010 the 3rd edition of the book, now titled ‘Halliwick Swim-
ming for Disabled People’ was published. This can be ordered on the Halli-
wick AST order form (downloadable from the Halliwick AST website 
www.halliwick.org.uk) and is also given out to participants on Halliwick 
Foundation Courses in the UK. 
 - The Halliwick AST website, www.halliwick.org.uk has recently been re-
designed which should make things easier to find and has a good search 
facility. 
 - The Halliwick AST Newsletter is circulated 3 or 4 times a year which 
keeps all Halliwick AST members, including individually affiliated members 

http://www.halliwick.org.uk
http://www.halliwick.org.uk
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and members in clubs/schools/hospitals etc aware of what is going on. As 
well as general info individual members of affiliated clubs write about their 
experiences. 
 - The Education Committee continues to work at ensuring courses meet 
the needs of participants and that the courses meet IHA requirements. Hal-
liwick AST has a number of courses that it offers, including the Foundation 
Course and 2 different Advanced Courses. 
 - The Education Committee also organises a seminar each year for lectur-
ers and trainee lecturers. In 2009 there was a session on 'Life Saving People 
who have Special Needs' and a presentation of a research paper ‘Halliwick 
and the over 50's with and without limited mobility'. In 2010 the session 
was on Disability Equality, led by a disability equality trainer. 
 - The Publications Committee has been updating publications and is trans-
ferring useful information for lecturers onto CD. 
A National Gala is held every year in which the winners from each region 
take part. In 2009 this took place in London and in 2010 in Kent. 
 - Halliwick AST is a member of the National Coordinating Committee for 
Swimming for People with Disabilities (NCC). This Committee is holding a 
residential conference in 2012 (13th &14th October 2012) in the UK. There 
will be a wide range of speakers and topics, including topics on Halliwick, 
and there will also be poster displays. 
 - The logo of Halliwick AST indicates that it has now been registered as a 
TradeMark. It is hoped that this issue, about who holds the TradeMark, can 
be resolved soon. 
 
 
Ann Gresswell 23.8.11 
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Halliwick Swimming Association of Ireland (HSAI)  

Country report: September 2011 
The Halliwick Swimming Association of Ireland (HSAI) was established in 
Limerick in November 2009. From this meeting a committee was formed 
and the Constitution of the new Association was finalised. The HSAI was 
established to encourage, develop and promote knowledge and use of the 
Halliwick Concept in Ireland. 
Achievements to date - 

 Created a recognisable logo for HSAI 

 New website went live in Summer 2011, www.halliwick.ie 
 Bi-annual newsletter to members of HSAI and available on web 

 6 foundation and 2 advanced courses supplied 
 3 study days held 

 First Assessor’s course in Ireland in September 2011 
 Introductory sessions provided for relevant organisations 

 Trial session for children in Galway with the potential for a new club 
 
HSAI has been delighted with the contributions made by lecturer Aoife Ni 
Mhuiri to the Halliwick International Education and Research Committee. 
Aoife participated in the meeting in Israel in early 2010 and hosted the 
committee in Co. Kerry Ireland in October 2010. The committee brief for 
the meeting was to develop video teaching and learning resources to ac-
company the updated Halliwick Concept Paper 2010 which is now available 
on the IHA website. 
The Institute of Technology Tralee continues to promote Halliwick through 
its links with European Universities. An introduction to the Halliwick con-
cept was included in the European Inclusive Physical Education Training 
(EIPET) module and an introductory day has been included in the European 
Diploma in Adapted Physical Activity (EUDAPA) which is delivered in Hagga 
Helia Univeristy in Finland 
 
The Future for the HSAI – 

 Maintain website and ensure accessibility and relevance to all us-
ers 
 Continue involvement and further strengthen links with IT Tralee 

 Liaise with other third level institutions 
 Make contact with professionals (over 400 people trained in Ire-

http://www.halliwick.ie/
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land) 
 Re-introduce Halliwick into clubs and encourage new clubs 

 Raise profile and un- derstanding of Halliwick 
within relevant organisa- tions 

 Make a presentation at www.eucapa2012.eu 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There Must Be 50 Ways to Leave Your Helper 

Or 

How Can You Help Your Swimmer to Become Independent 

By Merav Hadar Frumer 

 The aim of this seminar is to raise our awareness of the possibilities we 

have in Halliwick when we teach our swimmer to become independent in wa-

ter. 

 From the Halliwick Concept 2010: “Having mastered the ability to control 

all the points of the Halliwick Ten Point Programme, the swimmer is able to 

engage in a wide variety of activities in the water. He can play, submerge, com-

pete and learn swimming strokes. The swimmer has now achieved independ-

ence in water" ( Harris, 1978; Adams& McCubbin,1991; Broach & Datillo, 1996; Hutzler et 

al, 1998; Cole & Becker, 2004; Getz, 2006). 

 The key word is Independence. In the terms of the Halliwick Concept the 

way to become independent is to master the control of the body reactions in the 

water. 

Halliwick and (Motor) Learning 

 From the Halliwick Concept 2010: “Opportunities to practise movement in 

the aquatic environment may facilitate new patterns that increase the recogni-

tion and understanding of different concepts of motor learning, sensory pro-

http://www.eucapa2012.eu/
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cessing and cognitive learning and develops the ability to organise movement 

patterns and control activities required in daily living” (MacKinnon, 1997; Bumin et 

al., 2003; Getz, 2006; Getz et al., 2007) . 

 Theories In Motor Learning & Control: 

1. Ecological Approach - Action System Approaches - Motor development 

and coordination emerge from a dynamic interaction of several sub-systems 

in relation to a specific task requirement (Gibson, 1979, Newell, 1991) 

2. Dynamic Approach - Dynamic Approach - The task and the environment 

are considered as essential sub-systems (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Kelso,1995). 

3. The Functional Approach - The functional approach regards a person as 

part of a system including environmental and task contexts, and requires the 

interaction of several sub-systems in reference to a specific skill within the 

context of the environment in which it is performed (Newell, 1996; Newell & Val-

vano, 1998; Shumway-Cook & Woolacott, 2001). 

 Concepts 

1. Control Parameters - Systems that can cause shifts to occur in a pre-

ferred pattern of behavior (internal or external). 

 Speed and Buoyancy can be considered as a control parameter. 

2. The process of motor control - Should be viewed as a problem solving 

process. Sub-systems organize within the specific task requirements 

 Support & Disengagement in terms of Motor Learning: 

1. Support - We can consider Support as a Control Parameter – using dif-

ferent supports may lead up to different reactions. 

2. Disengagement as a Problem Solving Process - Each time the swimmer 

experiences a new support or environment (disengages), he/she is actually ex-

periencing a new specific task requirement which raises the need for a new 

problem-solving process. 

 

Each swimmer needs different supports in the learning process in order to disen-

gage and to become independent - There must be 50 ways to learn a new task! 


